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Welcome 

The Autosampler RS is an accessory for the Antaris™ FT-NIR analyzers 
that allows you to automate near-infrared reflectance measurements of 
powders, solids and tablets.  
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Antaris Solid Sampling System with Autosampler RS 

 
The autosampler interfaces with the integrating sphere sampling module 
and operates under RESULT analysis software. The integrating sphere 
sampling module is included with the following Antaris systems: 

• Antaris Method Development Sampling System 

• Antaris Solid Sampling System 

• Antaris Tablet Analyzer System 

• Antaris Reflection Transmission Sampling System. 
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You should be familiar with the operation of your Antaris analyzer and 
RESULT software before using the Autosampler RS. For complete 
information about the Antaris analyzer and system software, see your 
Antaris User’s Guide. 

 
About this manual This manual discusses the important features of the Autosampler RS and 

the operating precautions. It also explains how to install, operate, maintain 
and store the autosampler. 

 Note This document is included on the language pack CD that came with your 
RESULT version 1.1 software (RESULT software suite revision 1). It is a 
portable document format (*.PDF) file titled Antaris Autosampler RS User’s 
Guide. To open a PDF file, you need a copy of the Acrobat Reader 
program version 4.0 or higher, which can be downloaded from the Adobe® 
Acrobat® web site. See the Adobe Acrobat on-line help for information 
about using Acrobat Reader. ▲ 

 
Conventions 

used in this manual 
This manual includes safety precautions and other important information 
presented in the following format: 

 Note Notes contain helpful supplementary information.  

 Notice Follow instructions labeled “Notice” to avoid damaging the system 
hardware or losing data.  

  Caution Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor 
or moderate injury.  

  Warning Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death 
or serious injury.  

  Danger Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or 
serious injury.  
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Questions or 
concerns 

In case of emergency, follow the procedures established by your facility. If 
you have questions or concerns about safety or need assistance with 
operation, repairs or replacement parts, you can contact our sales or service 
representative in your area or use the information at the beginning of this 
document to contact us.  

 
Important features The important features of the Autosampler RS include: 
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• Sturdy baseplate that mounts securely on top of the Antaris analyzer, 

over the integrating sphere sampling module. No additional space is 
required.  

• Hidden electrical connection via the integrating sphere data port. No 
external cable or power cord connections are used.  

• Interchangeable carousels for automated reflectance measurements 
using the Antaris integrating sphere. The carousels are available in a 
number of styles that accommodate a range of sample types and vials.  

• Accurate positioning of samples over the integrating sphere window for 
repeatable analysis results.  
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• Automatic recognition, error detection and control through Result 
software, a dedicated analysis software package from Thermo Nicolet 
Industrial Solutions. The system accurately tracks sample position even 
after interruptions to carousel movement, ensuring that each analysis 
result is associated with the correct sample.  

• Automated background measurements using either the integrating 
sphere’s internal reference or an external reference sample, such as 
Spectralon®. The software can be set up to collect background data 
before every sample, before the first sample in a carousel, or after a 
specified period.  

• Automated reflectance sampling that is fully compatible with manual 
measurements taken with the integrating sphere sampling module. 
There is no need to remake analytical methods for the autosampler or 
to recalibrate an existing method. 

 
Hardware and 

software requirements 
To run the Autosampler RS, your system must have the following items:  

 One of the following Antaris analyzers: 

• Method Development Sampling System 

• Solid Sampling System 

• Tablet Analyzer System 

• Reflection Transmission Sampling System. 

 RESULT software version 1.1 or higher. 

 RESULT add-in option for the Autosampler RS. 

RESULT version 1.1 software and the RESULT add-in option for the 
Autosampler RS are included on the CD for the RESULT software suite 
revision 1. For installation instructions, see the printed document that 
came with your RESULT software.  
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Dimensions and weight The Autosampler RS weighs about 7.7 kg (17 lb). When installed on an 
Antaris analyzer, the autosampler adds approximately 22.6 cm (8.9 inches) 
to the height of the sampling module; it does not change the overall length 
and width of the system. Approximate dimensions for the Autosampler RS 
are provided in the illustration below. 
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Autosampler RS dimensions 

 
Power consumption The Autosampler RS requires less than 7.5 W (25.6 Btu/hour) of power.  
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Operating 
precautions 

Before operating the Autosampler RS, read the following operating 
precautions to avoid damaging components or causing injury to yourself. 
These precautions are repeated in relevant locations elsewhere in this 
document.  
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• Before you install the autosampler, complete the following steps: 

• Power off the instrument to avoid possible damage to the 
electronics. Before you power off the instrument, be sure to log off 
any software applications.  

• Inspect the connectors. If the connectors are clogged or jammed, 
contact your Thermo Nicolet service representative. Do not install 
the autosampler, and do not attempt to unclog the connectors 
yourself. See “Installing the Autosampler RS” for details. 

• Remove the large silver tray from the top of the Antaris system. 
The autosampler won’t latch properly while the tray is in place. 
The tray attaches to the top of the instrument by magnetized strips.  

• Remove the tablet analyzer module from the Antaris instrument, if 
a tablet analyzer is installed. The autosampler uses the same 
electrical connection as the tablet analyzer. See the “Tablet Analyzer 
Sampling Module” chapter in the “Antaris Sampling” section of 
your Antaris User’s Guide for instructions on removing a tablet 
analyzer. 
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• Remove any sample, sample holder, or accessory from the 
integrating sphere and clean the integrating sphere sampling area 
and window. See the “Integrating Sphere Sampling Module” 
chapter in the “Antaris Sampling” section of your Antaris User’s 
Guide for cleaning instructions. 

• Remove the carousel from the autosampler, if one is installed. See 
“Changing the Carousel” in this document for instructions.  

• Grasp the autosampler at the front and back of its base, not at the sides. 
The autosampler fits tightly onto the instrument and your fingers could 
get pinched if you hold the sides while you lower the autosampler onto 
the Antaris analyzer. See “Installing the Autosampler RS” for more 
information. 

• Be careful not to allow debris from samples to get into the data port on 
the top of the integrating sphere sampling module.  

• Complete the following tasks before you remove the autosampler from 
the instrument: 

• Exit RESULT software and power off the instrument. 

• Remove the carousel from the autosampler, if one is installed. 

• Always remove the autosampler before performing any maintenance 
tasks inside the instrument, such as replacing the laser. 
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Changing 
the autosampler 

carousel 

The Autosampler RS comes with one or more interchangeable carousels. 
The carousels are available in a number of styles to accommodate tablets 
and sample vials that range from 12 to 28 mm in diameter. Each vial fits 
securely into a recessed opening in the carousel so that filled carousels can 
be easily transported and installed. 
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Autosampler RS carousels 

 
The carousels fit around the large hub in the center of the autosampler and 
glide over the autosampler base. The pin on the autosampler base must be 
aligned with the notch in the carousel base for the autosampler to operate 
properly. 
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The illustration below shows the locations of the notch and pin.  
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Carousel alignment 

 
The first (zero) position in each carousel is defined as the reference 
position. The autosampler moves the reference position over the 
integrating sphere sampling area after the autosampler is initialized. 
Initialization occurs automatically after you power on the instrument when 
the autosampler is installed. The autosampler may also return to the 
reference position briefly after the system encounters certain workflow 
errors, such as an error due to a stalled carousel. 

The reference position may be used for background measurements using an 
external background reference. When using the internal gold background 
reference, the reference position is available for additional sample 
measurements. See “Collecting Backgrounds” for more information. 
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Installing a carousel To install a carousel: 

1. With both hands, grasp the carousel by the two handles and slowly 
lower the carousel onto the autosampler base. 
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2. Release the handles and slowly rotate the carousel until the 
alignment hole on the carousel base drops over the pin on the 
autosampler base. 
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Removing a carousel To remove the carousel, use both hands to grasp the two handles and 

slowly lift the carousel straight up and off the autosampler base.  
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Removing a carousel 
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Installing the 
Autosampler RS 

One person can install the Autosampler RS. No special tools are required. 
 

 Notice Because the Autosampler RS has an electrical connection, we recommend 
that you power off the instrument while installing and removing the 
autosampler to avoid possible damage to the electronics. Before you power 
off the instrument, be sure to log off any software applications.  

 Note If you plan to install the Autosampler RS on an Antaris system that 
includes the ValPro System Qualification package, stop here and follow the 
instructions in the ValPro Installation Qualification Procedure for the 
Autosampler RS to qualify the system with the autosampler installed. The 
system must be qualified only after the first autosampler installation or if 
you move or make other significant changes to the system.  

To install the Autosampler RS: 
 
1. Remove the silver tray from the Antaris instrument, if the tray is 

installed. 

The autosampler won’t latch properly while the tray is in place. The 
tray attaches to the top of the instrument by magnetized strips. To 
remove the tray, simply lift it up and off the instrument.  

 
2. Remove the tablet analyzer module from the Antaris instrument, if 

a tablet analyzer is installed. 

The autosampler uses the same electrical connection as the tablet 
analyzer. See the “Tablet Analyzer Sampling Module” chapter in the 
“Antaris Sampling” section of your Antaris User’s Guide for instructions 
on removing a tablet analyzer module. 
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3. Remove any sample, sample holder, or accessory from the 
integrating sphere and clean the integrating sphere sampling area 
and window.  

See the “Integrating Sphere Sampling Module” chapter in the “Antaris 
Sampling” section of your Antaris User’s Guide for cleaning 
instructions. 

 
4. Remove the carousel from the autosampler, if one is installed. 

To remove the carousel, use both hands to grasp the two handles and 
slowly lift the carousel straight up and off the autosampler base. See 
“Changing the Carousel” for detailed instructions. 
 

5. Inspect the data port on the instrument and the connector on the 
bottom of the autosampler. 

Make sure there is no debris on the male connectors on the 
autosampler and there is nothing clogging the female connectors in the 
instrument’s serial data port. If there is a clear protective cover over the 
data port, remove it. 
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  Caution If there is debris clogging the female connectors on the data port, do not 
install the autosampler and do not unclog the connectors yourself. Contact 
your Thermo Nicolet service representative.  

6. Turn the silver knob on the front of the autosampler base counter 
clockwise until the latch is completely open. 

 

 
  Caution Grasp the autosampler at the front and back of its base, not at the sides. 

The autosampler fits tightly onto the instrument and your fingers could get 
pinched if you hold the sides while you lower the autosampler onto the 
Antaris analyzer.  

7. With both hands, lift the autosampler by the base with the latch 
facing you. 
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One hand should be at the back of the autosampler and the other hand 
at the front, near the latch. The large metal alignment tab and the 
electrical connector should be facing downward. 

 

 
8. Align the connectors with the slot and data port on the instrument, 

as shown below. 
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The autosampler is held in place by a large metal tab that fits into the 
slot on the top of the instrument. The electrical connector on the 
autosampler base fits into the data port on the instrument top panel.  
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9. Slowly and gently set the autosampler down on the top of the 

instrument.  

 
10. Press down on the autosampler so that it sits flat against the 

instrument surface. 

The autosampler is properly connected to the electrical port when you 
hear it “click” in place and the autosampler is firmly seated. 

The latch should be positioned directly over the spring-loaded ball on 
the front of the instrument. 
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 Notice Use only your hand to tighten the latch on the front of the Autosampler 

RS. Tools are unnecessary and may damage the mechanism.  

11. Turn the silver knob clockwise until the latch contacts the ball, and 
then continue tightening the knob one full turn. 

If the latch is not aligned with the ball or if the autosampler bottom is 
not resting flat against the top of the instrument, remove the 
autosampler and attempt to install it again. 

 
12. Power on the instrument. 

After the instrument starts, it sends a message to the autosampler, 
causing it to initialize (slowly rotates the hub to its reference position, 
which will correspond with the zero position of each carousel).  

 
13. Start RESULT Operation software. 

 Note If you installed the Autosampler RS on an Antaris Method Development 
Sampling (MDS) system that includes the heated sample holder, keep in 
mind that the instrument’s internal heater is disabled while the 
autosampler is operating.  
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14. Run Instrument Status to initialize the autosampler. 

From RESULT Operation, open the Maintenance menu and choose 
Instrument Status. In the resulting dialog box, click Select All, turn on 
Save Report To Disk and choose OK.  

 
Testing the 

Autosampler RS 
After you finish installing the Autosampler RS, run the test workflow to 
verify that the autosampler is working properly. The workflow tests the 
positional software commands and the autosampler mechanics. You can 
test the autosampler with or without a carousel installed.  

The file name for the test workflow is Valpro_Autosampler_RS.wfl. The 
workflow file is included on the RESULT 1.1 software CD (RESULT 
software suite revision 1) and should have been loaded into the RESULT 
Data\Workflows directory during the software installation.  

You can run the test workflow from RESULT Operation or RESULT 
Integration software. This section explains how to run the test workflow 
from RESULT Integration. To learn how to run workflows from RESULT 
Operation, see the “RESULT Operation Software” section of your Antaris 
User’s Guide.  

To run the autosampler test workflow from RESULT Integration: 

1. Start the RESULT Integration application. 

See the “RESULT Integration Software” section of your Antaris User’s 
Guide if you need help locating or starting the application. 

 
2. Choose Open Workflow from the File menu in the RESULT 

Integration main window. 

 
3. Find the directory for storing workflows, select the workflow 

Valpro_Autosampler_RS.wfl and then choose Open.  

After you open the workflow, its contents appear in the workflow 
navigation frame in the RESULT Integration main window. 
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4. Choose the Test button on the RESULT Integration toolbar to 
display the Run Time Test window. 

 
5. In the Run Time Test window, choose Go to start the workflow. 

The workflow rotates the hub to the reference position (zero position if 
a carousel is installed) and then displays the following message: 

 

 
6. Enter the number sampling positions in the current carousel.  

If no carousel is installed, enter the number of sampling positions you 
want to test.  

The workflow displays the following message: 

 
 

7. Enter the number of sampling positions you want to test. 

You don’t have to test every position but the number you enter should 
not be greater than the number you entered in step 6 above, unless you 
want to test how the system handles multiple carousels. If you want to 
test multiple carousels, enter the total number of positions you want to 
test in all the carousels.  
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The workflow rotates the autosampler hub to the first sampling position 
(position 1 if a carousel is installed), pauses, and then moves it to the next 
sequential position (position 2 in the carousel). This continues until all of 
the specified sampling positions have been tested. If you are testing 
multiple carousels, the software will prompt you to change the carousel at 
the appropriate time.  

The workflow ends when the last carousel reaches the last position to be 
tested. Depending upon the number of sampling positions in the carousels 
and the number of carousels that are tested, the test workflow takes 1 to 2 
minutes to complete the entire cycle.  

The test results (pass or fail) are displayed in a workflow report, similar to 
the example shown below. 

 

The workflow also archives the report and stores the pass or fail result in 
the RESULT database. See “Archive Events” and “Check Events” in the 
“RESULT Integration Software” section of your Antaris User’s Guide for 
information about archiving reports and storing pass or fail results in the 
RESULT database. 

If errors occur in the autosampler mechanics, for example, if something 
interferes with the autosampler movement and the autosampler cannot 
recover from the error, the software displays the following message: 
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Remove the obstruction and then choose OK in the software to continue 
the test. The autosampler initializes by moving to the reference (zero) 
position, pauses, and then returns to the position it was in when the 
interference occurred.  

If the autosampler stops before completing the entire test cycle, the 
software will report that event as a workflow error. Workflow errors can be 
viewed in the display area of the RESULT Integration main window after 
the workflow ends or stops running. The test workflow is also set up to log 
any errors in a workflow error report. See “Archive Events, Save Workflow 
Error Report parameter” in the “RESULT Integration Software” section of 
your Antaris User’s Guide for information about accessing workflow error 
reports.  
 

Compatible 
sample types 

The Autosampler RS is designed for automated reflectance measurements 
of tablet samples and powders or solids that are contained in vials. The 
autosampler interfaces with the Antaris integrating sphere sampling 
module.  

Because the integrating sphere uses diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy, it is 
useful for analyzing powders or “rough” solids. The following are some 
examples of sample types that can be used with the integrating sphere: 

• Powders 

• Solids with a rough or diffuse surface, such as coated textiles, paper, 
wood, polymers, and plastics (especially plastics with a milky, opaque 
appearance) 

• Tablets with reflective surfaces 

• Opaque liquids and gels.  

 Note Because clear gels and liquids are not “diffuse,” we do not recommend 
using them with the integrating sphere.  
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Compact solids that have a circular shape, such as some pharmaceutical 
tablets, can be placed directly into the carousel openings and analyzed with 
the autosampler. Other solids and powders can be analyzed by placing 
them in clear glass or plastic vials. The samples or vials must be an 
appropriate diameter to fit the openings in your autosampler carousel.  

When using the integrating sphere, consider sample thickness or the 
amount of sample used for the analysis. If a solid sample is too thin or if 
there is not enough of a powder sample, you may encounter problems with 
the spectra. See “Common Problems with Spectral Data” in the 
“Integrating Sphere Sampling Module” chapter of your Antaris User’s 
Guide for more information about sample thickness and sample amount. 
 

Collecting 
backgrounds 

When using the Autosampler RS, you can collect backgrounds using the 
integrating sphere’s internal reference or with an external reference, as 
directed by the workflow you are running. The workflow will direct how 
often to collect a background spectrum. You can set up a workflow to 
collect a background before every sample, before the first sample in a 
carousel, or after a specified period. See “Collect Events” in the “RESULT 
Integration Software” section of your Antaris User’s Guide for details about 
specifying the frequency of background collections in workflows. The most 
recent background spectrum remains in memory and is compared against 
sample data until a new background spectrum is collected. 

Depending upon the workflow, you may or may not be prompted to begin 
background data collection. Because the Autosampler RS positions samples 
and background references automatically, workflows designed to run the 
autosampler are typically set up to collect sample and background data 
without requiring any operator interaction.  

The “Common Problems with Spectral Data” section of the “Integrating 
Sphere Sampling Module” chapter of your Antaris User’s Guide contains 
suggestions if a background spectrum is atypical from previously-collected 
background spectra. 
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Using the internal reference If collecting a background using the internal diffuse gold reference, it is not 
necessary to add a background reference sample to the autosampler 
carousels.  

To set up a workflow to collect backgrounds from the internal gold 
reference, link an Autosampler RS background specification to your 
collection event and make sure the background specification has Location 
set to the Internal Gold Reference option, as shown below:  

Using the internal gold reference 
for background collection leaves 

the carousel’s reference (zero) 
position available for sample 

collection. If you want to place a 
sample in the reference position, 

make sure the Autosampler RS 
specification has the check box 

labeled “Reference (Zero) Position 
Contains A Background Sample” 

cleared. See “Autosampler RS 
specifications” for more 

information.  

See “Developing Workflows for the Autosampler RS” in the next section 
for more information. 

The internal gold reference is mounted on a software-controlled arm that 
swings the internal reference into and out of the near-infrared beam. 
Normally, the reference is located in the beam except when the system is 
collecting sample data or data from an external background reference. 
When collecting a background from the internal gold reference, the gold 
reference stays in the beam and background collection begins immediately. 
The status indicator in the software shows you the status of the background 
collection.  

A typical background spectrum using the internal diffuse gold reference 
should resemble the following: 
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Typical diffuse gold background spectrum  
collected with the integrating sphere 

 
See the “Common Problems with Spectral Data” section in the 
“Integrating Sphere Sampling Module” chapter of your Antaris User’s 
Guide if your background spectrum is not similar to the above spectrum, or 
if it is atypical from previous background spectra. 
 

Using an external reference If collecting a background using an external reference, place the 
background sample in the reference (zero) position of the autosampler 
carousel and make sure both the workflow and your collection events are 
set up to collect backgrounds from the reference position. If the workflow 
must analyze samples contained in multiple carousels, place a duplicate 
background sample in the reference position of each carousel. The 
background sample should fit the carousel openings snugly.  

Some examples of materials that can be used as an external background 
sample include: 

• Diffuse gold 

• Spectralon, which is a very diffuse substance with high reflectance 

• Ceramic. 
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The Autosampler RS specification defines the contents of the reference 
(zero) position in each carousel (background or sample). If the reference 
position contains background material, make sure the Autosampler RS 
specification has the Reference (Zero) Position Contains A Background 
Sample check box selected, as shown below: 

 

When this check box is cleared, the software regards any sample located in 
the reference (zero) position as a normal sample rather than an external 
background sample.  

The background specification defines the location of the background 
material for a particular collection event in a workflow. To set up a 
workflow to collect backgrounds from background samples located in the 
reference (zero) position of the autosampler carousels, link an 
Autosampler RS background specification to your collection event and 
make sure the background specification has Location set to the Reference 
(Zero) Position option, as shown below:  

 

See “Developing Workflows for the Autosampler RS” in the next section 
for more information. 
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Your workflow or an instruction document attached to the workflow 
should have information about preparing and positioning the background 
reference. See “Chapter 2 Running Workflows” in the “RESULT Operation 
Software” section of your Antaris User’s Guide for more information about 
viewing instructions attached to workflows. 

The green indicator on the instrument will be on when the instrument is 
ready to begin collecting the background. You will hear the flag under the 
integrating sphere window “click” open as the software moves the internal 
gold reference out of the near-infrared beam. The status indicator in the 
software will display the status of the data collection. Do not interfere with 
the carousel while the instrument is collecting the background data. When 
the instrument has finished collecting the background data, the flag under 
the integrating sphere will “click” closed. 
 

Developing 
workflows for the 

Autosampler RS 

You can operate the Autosampler RS using workflows developed in 
RESULT Integration software. The workflows can be run in RESULT 
Integration or RESULT Operation software. You can set up workflows to 
collect and analyze data from any number of samples and in any sequence. 
Analysis results can be reported for each sample or with statistical data for 
an entire batch.  

This section explains the workflow events and specifications that are 
specific to Antaris sampling accessories and the Autosampler RS, including: 

• Set Position events 

• Autosampler RS specifications 

• Sample specifications for the Autosampler RS 

• Background specifications for the Autosampler RS. 

It also provides a brief tutorial to help you create a basic workflow to run 
the Autosampler RS. For detailed information about creating and running 
workflows using RESULT software, see your Antaris User’s Guide. 

 Note These software features are available in RESULT software only when the 
software includes the Autosampler RS add-in option. See Installing RESULT 
Version 1.1 for information about installing the Autosampler RS add-in 
option.  
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Set Position events The Set Position event instructs the workflow to rotate the specified 
autosampler to another position or to prompt the operator to change the 
autosampler sample holder or carousel. Depending upon the autosampler 
type and the number of positions in each sample holder or carousel, you 
can configure a Set Position event to move the autosampler to the next 
sequential position, the reference position (labeled “zero” on the 
Autosampler RS carousels), a specific position number, or the position 
specified by the operator at run time.  

Each time a workflow performs a Set Position event, the workflow moves 
the sample holder or carousel to the specified position (or prompts the 
operator to change the autosampler sample holder or carousel and then 
moves it to the next position). The workflow automatically generates Set 
Position event results containing the current autosampler position number 
and the cycle number, if using multiple carousels. Those results can be 
added to subsequent events in the workflow, such as a Report event. You 
can configure the Set Position event to retain the current position and cycle 
number only until the next Set Position event occurs, or to record the 
sequence and cycle numbers for the entire workflow.  

 Set Position event results: Sample location (sample position number in the autosampler sample 
holder or carousel and cycle number, if using multiple carousels). 

 Associated events: None 

 Associated specifications: Autosampler specifications, operator prompt specifications 

 Related events: Collect events 

 Related specifications: Sample specifications, Background specifications 

 Parameters: The illustration below shows the parameters for the Set Position event. 
These parameters appear in the display area of Result Integration software 
when a Set Position event is selected in a workflow. 
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Set Position Event parameters 

The Set Position event parameters define the associated autosampler 
specification, the autosampler movement, whether an operator prompt 
occurs when the autosampler finishes the last sample in the current sample 
holder or carousel, and the storage of results from multiple Set Position 
events in a workflow. The following sections explain the Set Position event 
parameters in detail. The parameters are explained in the order in which 
they appear in the software. 

Autosampler Specification 

A Set Position event must be linked to a valid autosampler specification in 
order to move the autosampler sample holder or carousel. The autosampler 
specification contains parameters that define the autosampler type and the 
number of samples in each sample holder or carousel. See “Autosampler RS 
Specifications” in this section for information about setting up an 
autosampler specification in a workflow. To link an autosampler 
specification to a Set Position event, select the specification name in the 
Autosampler Specification drop-down list, as shown below. 
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Use the New button at the right of the Autosampler Specification list box 
to create an autosampler specification and automatically link the new 
specification to the Set Position event.  

If this Set Position event is already linked to an autosampler specification, 
you can use the Details button to display that autosampler specification.  
 

Autosampler Position 

 

The Autosampler Position parameter defines the autosampler movement 
this Set Position event will initiate. You can configure a Set Position event 
to move the autosampler to the next sequential position, the reference 
position (labeled “zero” on the Autosampler RS carousels) or a specific 
position number, or to prompt the operator for a position number. The 
number of positions available depends on the number of samples you plan 
to analyze. The direction of movement (clockwise or counterclockwise) is 
determined by the shortest distance between the previous carousel location 
and the new location.  

If you select the Prompt For Position Number option, enter the text for the 
operator prompt in the Operator Prompt text box, as shown below. 

 

The workflow will display the prompt each time it implements this Set 
Position event. The operator must respond to the prompt by entering a 
valid sample position number before the workflow will continue. 
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Multiple Sample Sets 

If you are analyzing more samples than will fit in one sample holder or 
carousel, use the parameters in this group to define a prompt dialog box 
that will be displayed to the operator after the workflow finishes analyzing 
the last sample in each sample holder or carousel.  

To set up this type of prompt dialog box, first select the Prompt Operator 
For Next Set Of Samples check box as shown below. 

 

When the check box is selected, the Prompt Specification list box becomes 
available in the software. Use the Prompt Specification list box to link an 
operator prompt specification to this Set Position Event by selecting the 
specification name in the Prompt Specification drop-down list as shown 
above. 

Use the New button next to the list box to create an operator prompt 
specification and automatically link the new specification to this Set 
Position event.  

If this Set Position event is already linked to a prompt specification, use the 
Details button to the right of the list box to display that specification.  

The prompt specification defines the contents and operation of the 
operator prompt dialog box. See “Prompt Specifications” in the “RESULT 
Integration Software” section of your Antaris User’s Guide for information 
about setting up operator prompt specifications in a workflow. If the 
prompt dialog box is configured to allow the operator to respond by 
pressing the acknowledge button on the instrument, the green LED 
indicator will light when the dialog box is displayed on the screen. 
Depending upon how the workflow is set up, after you install the new 
carousel, the autosampler either collects a background or positions the first 
sample for analysis.  
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Multiple Event Results 

 

If you place multiple Set Position events in your workflow or include them 
in a loop, each Set Position event will produce a result indicating the 
sample position number. If using multiple carousels, the Set Position result 
will also include a cycle number. The Multiple Event Results option 
buttons allow you to select whether the workflow will record all of the 
locations specified by the Set Position events so they are available for use in 
subsequent workflow events, or only the location specified by the most 
recent Set Position event. The options for storing sample locations include: 

• Make Only The Most Recent Position Information Available To 
Other Events. Select this option if the Set Position event occurs in a 
repeat or perform-while loop and the loop includes all subsequent 
events that use the sample position number, or if the Set Position event 
is not positioned in a loop but the position number is recorded before 
the next Set Position event occurs in the workflow. This is the default 
setting for Multiple Event Results. 

• Make All Positioning Results Available To Other Events. Select this 
option if the Set Position event occurs in a loop and you want to create 
a single report that includes the position number of each sample (a 
report event that includes a table or summary item specification must 
be placed after the loop that specifies sample position and data 
collection). See “Report Events” in the “RESULT Integration Software” 
section of your Antaris User’s Guide for more information. 

 Usage: Set Position events may be placed anywhere in a workflow. A Set Position 
event must be linked to a valid autosampler specification in order to move 
the autosampler sample holder or carousel.  
 
We recommend using one Set Position event at the beginning of your 
workflow to reset the autosampler to the reference (zero) position. To reset 
the autosampler, make sure the Set Position event has Autosampler 
Position set to the Return To Reference (Zero) Position option.  
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  If your workflow includes a repeat loop for collecting and measuring 
spectra, we recommend adding a second Set Position event to the 
beginning of the loop to move the autosampler to the next sampling 
position.  

  If using an external background reference and the external reference is set 
up correctly, the workflow will use the reference for background collections 
and then skip to the specified position to collect a spectrum from the first 
sample. See “Collecting backgrounds using an external reference” to learn 
how to set up background collection using an external background 
reference.  
 
If using the internal gold background reference and the internal reference is 
set up correctly, the workflow collects a background without moving the 
autosampler and regards any material located in position 0 as a sample. See 
“Collecting backgrounds using the internal reference” to learn how to set 
up background collection using the internal gold background reference.  

  The following events can operate on the Set Position results (sample 
position number and cycle number) if you place those events after the Set 
Position event in the workflow. 

• Report event. Use a report event that includes a table or summary item 
specification to record the sample position number and measurement 
result produced by a Set Position and Collect event in a sample report. 

• Check event. A check event that is linked to a valid logical test 
specification may be used to produce an overall pass or fail result based 
on a Set Position result.  

• Store event. A store event may be used to store Set Position results in 
the RESULT database, so they can be accessed with the logs features of 
RESULT Operation software and used to track trends in your data.  

For more information, refer to the descriptions of these events in the 
“RESULT Integration Software” section of your Antaris User’s Guide.  
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Autosampler RS 
specifications 

The Autosampler RS specification defines the maximum number of 
samples that fit in the autosampler carousels and specifies whether the 
reference position in each carousel contains a background sample. You can 
specify the maximum number of samples when you set up the workflow, or 
configure the workflow to prompt the operator to enter the number of 
samples in each carousel at run time.  

Autosampler RS specifications may be linked to Set Position events and 
Autosampler RS sample specifications in a workflow. 

 Associated events: Set Position events 

 Associated specifications: Autosampler RS Sample specifications 

 Related events: None 

 Related specifications: Autosampler RS background specifications 

 Parameters: The illustration below shows the parameters for the Autosampler RS 
specification. These parameters appear in the display area of Result 
Integration software when an Autosampler RS specification is selected in a 
workflow. 
 

 

Autosampler RS Specification parameters 

The following sections explain the Autosampler RS specification 
parameters in detail. The parameters are explained in the order in which 
they appear in the software. 
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• Specify Number Of Positions. Select this option if you want to set up 
workflows that match a certain carousel type. Then enter the number 
of sampling positions in each carousel in the associated text box as 
shown in the example below. Workflows set up this way can accurately 
track sample position only when used with the specified carousel type. 
 

 

• Prompt For Number Of Positions. Select this option if you want to 
allow the operator to specify the number of positions in the carousels at 
run time.  
 
Then enter a default value in the associated entry box and the text for 
the operator prompt in the Operator Prompt text box, as shown below.  
 

 
 
The workflow will display the prompt the first time it encounters this 
Autosampler RS specification. Workflows set up this way can be used 
with any type of carousel.  

• Reference (Zero) Position Contains A Background Sample. Use this 
check box to specify whether the reference (zero) position of each 
carousel will contain a background sample.  
 

 
 
When this check box is selected, the software collects a spectrum from 
the background sample and uses the background spectrum to process 
all of the sample data collected from that sample holder or carousel. 
Clear this check box if you are using the internal gold reference for 
collecting backgrounds and you want to maximize the number of 
samples in each sample holder or carousel (you can use the reference 
position to analyze one additional sample). 
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Sample specifications 
for the Autosampler RS  

Autosampler RS sample specifications contain data collection parameters 
that are optimized for collecting diffuse-reflectance data from tablets, 
powders and solids using the Antaris integrating sphere sampling module 
and the Autosampler RS.  

Autosampler RS sample specifications may be linked to collection events in 
a workflow, and must include a background specification and an 
Autosampler RS specification.  

 Associated events: Collect events 

 Associated specifications: Background specifications, Autosampler RS specifications 

 Related events: None 

 Related specifications: Prompt specifications 

 Parameters: The illustration below shows the parameters for the Autosampler RS 
sample specification. These parameters appear in the display area of Result 
Integration software when an Autosampler RS sample specification is 
selected in a workflow. 

 

Autosampler RS Sample Specification parameters 
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The following sections explain the parameters that are unique to the 
Autosampler RS sample specification. The remaining parameters are 
common to all sample specifications and described in your Antaris User’s 
Guide.  

• Background specification. Each sample specification requires an 
associated background specification, which defines background 
collection for the current sampling module and technique. See the next 
section for information about setting up background specifications for 
the Autosampler RS.  
 
To link a background specification to a sample specification, select the 
specification name in the Background Specification drop-down list, as 
shown below. 
 

 
 
Only Autosampler RS background specifications appear in the drop-
down list.  
 
Use the New button at the right of the Background Specification list 
box to create an Autosampler RS background specification and 
automatically link the new specification to this sample specification.  
 
If this sample specification is already linked to a background 
specification, you can use the Details button to display that 
background specification.  

• Autosampler RS specification. The Autosampler RS sample 
specification also requires an Autosampler RS specification, which 
defines the autosampler configuration. See the previous section for 
information about setting up Autosampler RS specifications in a 
workflow.  
 
To link an Autosampler RS specification to a sample specification, 
select the specification name in the Autosampler RS specification drop-
down list, as shown below. 
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Use the New and Details buttons at the right of the Autosampler RS 
Specification list box to create an Autosampler RS specification or 
display the one that is currently linked to this sample specification as 
explained in the previous section.  

The remaining parameters are included on all sample specifications and 
described in the “Sample Specifications” section of “Chapter 3 Workflow 
Events and Specifications” in the “RESULT Integration Software” section of 
your Antaris User’s Guide. For parameter settings and specifications 
recommended for use with the Autosampler RS, see the “Integrating 
Sphere Sampling Module” chapter in the “Antaris Sampling” section of 
your Antaris User’s Guide. 
 

Background 
specifications for the 

Autosampler RS 

Autosampler RS background specifications contain data collection 
parameters that are optimized for collecting background spectra for the 
Autosampler RS.  

Autosampler RS background specifications may be linked to 
Autosampler RS sample specifications in a workflow. 

 Associated events: None 

 Associated specifications: Autosampler RS sample specifications 

 Related events: Collect events 

 Related specifications: Autosampler RS specifications 

 Parameters: The illustration below shows the parameters for the Autosampler RS 
background specification. These parameters appear in the display area of 
Result Integration software when an Autosampler RS background 
specification is selected in a workflow. 
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Autosampler RS background specification parameters 
 

The following sections explain the parameters that are unique to the 
Autosampler RS background specification. The remaining parameters are 
common to all background specifications and described in your Antaris 
User’s Guide.  

• Location. Use this parameter to specify the location of your 
background samples. When using the Autosampler RS, you can collect 
backgrounds using the integrating sphere’s internal reference or with an 
external reference. You can also use this feature to evaluate instrument 
noise by collecting a sample and background from the same 
autosampler location. The options for collecting backgrounds are 
detailed below. 

If you want to optimize sample 
throughput and minimize operator 

errors, we recommend using the internal 
gold reference for background 

collections. 

 --Internal Gold Reference – Select this option to collect a background 
using the integrating sphere’s internal diffuse gold reference. If 
collecting a background using the internal gold reference, it is not 
necessary to add a background reference sample to the autosampler 
carousels.  
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The internal gold reference is mounted on a software-controlled arm 
that swings the internal reference into and out of the near-infrared 
beam. Normally, the reference is located in the beam except when the 
system is collecting sample data or data from an external background 
reference. When collecting a background from the internal gold 
reference, the gold reference stays in the beam and background 
collection begins immediately. The status indicator in the software 
shows you the status of the background collection.  

--Reference (Zero) Position – Select this option to collect a background 
using an external reference. If collecting a background using an external 
reference, place the background sample in the reference (zero) position 
of the autosampler carousel. If the workflow must analyze samples 
contained in multiple carousels, place a duplicate background sample in 
the reference position of each carousel. The background sample should 
fit the carousel openings snugly. See “Collecting Backgrounds Using an 
External Reference” for examples of materials that can be used as an 
external background sample. 

 Note If collecting a background using an external reference, make sure the 
Autosampler RS specification associated with your sample specification has 
the Reference (Zero) Position Contains A Background Sample check box 
selected. See “Collecting Backgrounds Using An External Reference” for 
more information.  

The green indicator on the instrument will be on when the instrument 
is ready to begin collecting the background. You will hear the flag 
under the integrating sphere window “click” open as the software 
moves the internal gold reference out of the near-infrared beam. The 
status indicator in the software will display the status of the data 
collection. Do not interfere with the carousel while the instrument is 
collecting the background data. When the instrument has finished 
collecting the background data, the flag under the integrating sphere 
will “click” closed. 

-- Same Position As Sample – Select this option to collect a background 
from the same autosampler position as the previous sample. The 
resulting spectrum will have no sample peaks (they ratio out) and may 
be used to evaluate instrument noise or to determine whether a given 
carousel position actually contains a sample.  
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The remaining parameters are included on all background specifications 
and described in the “Background Specifications” section of “Chapter 3 
Workflow Events and Specifications” in the “RESULT Integration Software” 
section of your Antaris User’s Guide. For parameter settings and 
specifications recommended for use with the Autosampler RS, see the 
“Integrating Sphere Sampling Module” chapter in the “Antaris Sampling” 
section of your Antaris User’s Guide. 
 

Creating a basic 
workflow for the 
Autosampler RS 

Use RESULT Integration software to create and test workflows for the 
Autosampler RS. Before you begin working with the autosampler, you 
should be familiar with the features in the RESULT Integration main 
window and the tools for creating and running workflows. See the 
“RESULT Integration Software” section of your Antaris User’s Guide for 
more information. 

To create a workflow for the Autosampler RS, either start the workflow 
from scratch by using New Workflow in the RESULT Integration File menu 
or open and then resave one of the example workflows. See “Example 
Workflows” for more information.  

 Notice Do not use the workflow wizard to create workflows for the 
Autosampler RS. The workflow wizard does not present the 
Autosampler RS sample specification template as an option in the Sample 
Specification drop-down list.  

Use the Add button on the RESULT Integration toolbar or the Add 
command in the Edit menu to add events and specifications to the 
workflow. See “Adding Events and Specifications to a Workflow” in the 
“RESULT Integration Software” section of your Antaris User’s Guide for 
more information.  

The following table describes the basic elements of an autosampler 
workflow. Many of the elements in this example workflow are optional. 
The order and content of your workflow will depend on the tasks you need 
performed, the number of samples to be analyzed and the sample material. 
The example demonstrates the relationships between workflow events and 
specifications and highlights the features relevant to the Autosampler RS. 
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See “Testing the Autosampler RS” for information about running a 
workflow in RESULT Integration software. To learn how to transfer 
workflows to RESULT Operation software, see “Transferring a Workflow to 
RESULT Operation” in the “RESULT Integration Software” section of your 
Antaris User’s Guide.  
 

Basic Elements of an Autosampler RS Workflow 

 
Workflow Event 

Associated 
Specification 

 
Description 

*Repeat event  If you want the workflow to prompt the operator to enter 
information about each sample, such as a title or other label, add a 
Repeat event to your workflow. Use the Repeat Subtasks options 
to specify or prompt for the number of samples you want to label. 

Repeat loop 
 *Request event 

 If you want to set up a request dialog box that will prompt the 
operator to enter a title or other label for each sample, add a 
Request event to the repeat loop. In the Request event parameters: 

Use the New button to create a Request specification.  
If you plan to include the sample information in your sample 
reports, set Multiple Operator Requests to the “Make All Operator 
Responses Available To Other Events” option. 

 Request 
specification 

Use the Request specification parameters to define the text for the 
operator request dialog box. 

Set Position event  Add a Set Position event to the workflow to set up the 
autosampler. In the Set Position event parameters: 

Set Autosampler Position to the Return To Reference (Zero) 
Position option. 
Choose New to create an Autosampler RS specification.  

 Autosampler RS 
specification 

In the Autosampler RS specification parameters: 

Set or prompt for the number of positions in the carousels.  
If position 0 contains a background sample, select the Reference 
(Zero) Position Contains A Background Sample check box. (If 
position 0 contains a sample, leave the check box cleared.) 

Repeat event  If you want the workflow to collect and analyze a group of samples 
automatically, add another Repeat event to your workflow. Use the 
Repeat Subtasks options to specify or prompt for the number of 
samples you want to analyze.  

* Workflow elements marked with an asterisk (*) are optional.  
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Workflow Event 

Associated 
Specification 

 
Description 

Repeat loop 
 *Set Position event 

 If you are using an external background reference located in the 
carousel’s reference (zero) position, place a Set Position event at the 
start of your repeat loop to move the carousel to the first sample. If 
you are using the internal background reference and have a sample 
in position 0, place your Set Position event at the end of the repeat 
loop so the carousel remains in position 0 while the workflow 
collects data from the first sample.  

In the Set Position event parameters: 

Link the same Autosampler RS specification (see above) to this Set 
Position event.  
Set Autosampler Position to Advance To Next Position. 

  If using multiple carousels, use the Multiple Sample Sets options to 
create an operator prompt to change the carousel by:  
- Selecting the Prompt Operator For Next Set Of Samples check 
box, and, 
- Using the New button to create a Prompt specification. 

 Prompt 
specification 

Use the Prompt specification parameters to define the text and 
action button displayed in the operator prompt dialog box. 

Collect event  Add a Collect event to the repeat loop. The Collect event lets you 
collect a spectrum from each sample. In the Collect event 
parameters: 

Set Number Of Sample Scans, Data Format and Background 
Frequency.  
Turn off the Before Background and Before Sample operator 
prompts (no prompt specification should be selected in the 
corresponding list box). 

  If you plan to measure the spectra from this Collect event or add 
them to a sample report, set Collect Multiple Samples to the Make 
All Spectra And Backgrounds Available To Other Events option. 
Use the New button to create an Autosampler RS sample 
specification.  

 Autosampler RS 
sample 
specification 

In the Autosampler RS sample specification parameters: 

Set Attenuator, Resolution, and Gain.  
Link the same Autosampler RS specification (see above) to this 
Autosampler RS sample specification. 
Use the New button to create an Autosampler RS background 
specification. 

* Workflow elements marked with an asterisk (*) are optional.  
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Workflow Event 

Associated 
Specification 

 
Description 

Repeat loop (con’t) 
 Collect event (con’t) 

Autosampler RS 
background 
specification 

In the Autosampler RS background specification parameters: 

Set Number of Background Scans.  
If using the internal background reference, set Location to the 
Internal Gold Reference option.  
If using an external background reference, set Location to the 
Reference (Zero) Position option and place the background sample 
in the zero position of the autosampler carousel. If using multiple 
carousels, place a duplicate background sample in the zero position 
of each carousel. 

 *Measure event  If you want to use a quantitative or qualitative method to analyze 
the spectral data collected in this repeat loop, add a Measure event 
to the loop. In the Measure event parameters: 

Set Spectrum To Be Measured to your Collect event result. 
If you plan to include the measurement results in your sample 
reports, set Measure Multiple Samples to the Make All 
Measurements Available To Other Events option. 
Use the New button to create a Measurement specification.  

 Measurement 
specification 

Use the Measurement specification parameters to select the file 
name of a calibrated TQ Analyst or other method that is set up to 
measure the spectra collected by this workflow.  

*Report event  If you want the workflow to place the collected and/or measured 
data in a sample report, add a Report event to the workflow. If you 
want to generate one report for each sample, place the Report 
event inside the repeat loop. To create a report that summarizes all 
the data collected in the loop, place the Report event after the 
loop. In the Report event parameters: 

Use the New button to create a Report specification. 
 Report 

specification 
Use the Report specification parameters to add sections to your 
report, such as: 
- Header section 
- Spectrum section 
- Table section 
- Summary Section. 

 *Header Item 
specification 

If you added a header section to the report, use the Header Item 
specification to define each line in the heading.  

* Workflow elements marked with an asterisk (*) are optional.  
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Workflow Event 

Associated 
Specification 

 
Description 

*Report event (con’t) *Spectrum Item 
Specification 

If you added a spectrum section to the report, use a Spectrum Item 
specification to define the spectral range and the Collect event 
results (spectra) you want to plot. 

 *Table Item 
Specification 

If you added a table section to the report, use a Table Item 
specification to define the table format and the workflow results 
the table should include. The available workflow results may 
include the following: 

Request event result (sample description or label). 
Set Position event results (there may be more than one, such as a 
Sample Position Number and a Cycle Number, if using multiple 
carousels. You must add them individually.) 
Measure event results, such as a numerical value or a pass/fail 
result.  

Make sure the order is correct. The items will be displayed as 
columns or rows in the table in the same order they appear in the 
Table Item specification. 

Note: If you include the sample cycle or position number, place 
them above the measurement results in the list. 

 *Summary Item 
Specification 

If you added a summary section to the report, use a Summary Item 
specification to define the table format, the workflow results you 
want to summarize and the statistical data to be calculated.  

Note: If you want to include the measured value(s) for each sample 
along with the summarized data, select the Show Raw Source 
Values check box, .  

*Archive event  If you want the workflow to save the spectra and/or reports 
generated by this workflow, add an Archive event to the workflow. 
Use the Archive event parameters to select the spectra and reports 
you want to archive and the location where they will be archived. 

* Workflow elements marked with an asterisk (*) are optional.  
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Example workflows The CD for RESULT software suite revision 1 contains five RESULT 
workflows you can use to test and operate the Autosampler RS. The 
example workflows are described briefly below.  

The Comment field of the first workflow 
event provides a detailed description of 

each workflow. To display comments for 
a workflow, open the workflow in 

RESULT Integration software and then 
select the first workflow event displayed 

in the workflow navigation frame. 

Autosampler RS Basic.wfl – This is a basic workflow to run the 
autosampler and collect data from a series of samples.  

Autosampler RS.wfl – This workflow uses the autosampler to collect 
and then measure the spectra from a series of samples. The workflow 
generates three reports, one for samples that pass the measurement 
criteria, one for samples that fail, and one to summarize all of the 
data, and then archives the summary report.  

• Autosampler RS Multiple Trays.wfl – This workflow demonstrates 
the operator prompt to change the autosampler carousel.  

• ValPro Autosampler RS.wfl – Use this workflow to test the positional 
software commands and the autosampler mechanics. You can test the 
autosampler with or without a carousel installed. See “Testing the 
Autosampler RS” for details. 

• ValPro Autosampler RS 30.wfl – For Antaris systems that have 
Thermo Nicolet’s ValPro system qualification package, use this 
workflow as a starting point when creating a workflow to qualify the 
Autosampler RS installation. See the ValPro Installation Qualification 
Procedure for the Autosampler RS document for more information. 

These workflow files are included on the RESULT 1.1 software CD 
(RESULT software suite revision 1) and should have been loaded into the 
RESULT Data\Workflows directory during the software installation. You 
can run the example workflows from RESULT Operation or RESULT 
Integration software. See “Testing the Autosampler RS” for instructions for 
running workflows from RESULT Integration. To learn how to run 
workflows from RESULT Operation software, see the “RESULT Operation 
Software” section of your Antaris User’s Guide. 

If you don’t have a carousel of samples handy to run the example 
workflows that are set up to collect spectra, run the workflow in simulation 
mode so it uses the spectra stored with the workflow. RESULT Integration 
provides an option to run workflows in simulation mode from the Run 
Time Test window (choose Test from the RESULT Integration toolbar). See 
“Testing a Workflow” in the “RESULT Integration Software” section of 
your Antaris User’s Guide for more information. 
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Removing 
the Autosampler RS 

The Autosampler RS can remain on the instrument at all times unless you 
need to remove it to sample large items or use another sample holder or 
accessory with the integrating sphere, attach a tablet analyzer to the 
instrument, or replace internal instrument parts. 

 Notice Because the Autosampler RS has an electrical connection, we recommend 
that you power off the instrument while installing and removing the 
autosampler to avoid possible damage to the electronics. Before you power 
off the instrument, be sure to log off any software applications.  

To remove the Autosampler RS: 

1. Remove the carousel from the autosampler, if one is installed. 

To remove the carousel, use both hands to grasp the two handles and 
slowly lift the carousel straight up and off the autosampler base. See 
Changing the Carousel for detailed instructions. 

 
2. Release the latch by turning the silver knob counter clockwise until 

the latch is completely free of the spring-loaded ball on the front of 
the instrument. 
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3. Carefully pull up on the autosampler to detach the connector from 
the data port and remove the metal alignment tab from the slot in 
the instrument, as shown below. 
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4. Replace the silver tray and the tablet analyzer module, if desired.  

The tray attaches to the top of the Antaris instrument by magnetized 
strips.  

See the “Tablet Analyzer Sampling Module” chapter in the “Antaris 
Sampling” section of your Antaris User’s Guide for instructions on 
installing a tablet analyzer module. 
 



 

Maintaining 
the Autosampler RS 

Carefully read and follow the information in this section about storing and 
cleaning items in order to prevent damage from occurring to the 
autosampler and carousels.  

 
Storing the autosampler When the autosampler is not connected to the instrument, store it in a dry, 

dust-free environment such as a clean cabinet or box. 

 
Cleaning the autosampler Parts of the autosampler may accumulate debris or become contaminated 

from sample materials. Follow the recommendations in this section for 
cleaning and maintaining the autosampler components.  

  Caution Because the autosampler has an electrical connection, be sure to remove the 
autosampler before cleaning it. Before removing the autosampler, be sure to 
exit the RESULT software and power off the instrument.  

If residue accumulates on the autosampler base, clean it with a dry or damp 
cloth and a mild soap solution, if necessary. Be sure to remove any residue 
left by the soap solution with a dry or damp, soft cloth. Dry the 
autosampler bottom with a dry, soft cloth. 

If the body of the autosampler becomes dirty, you can wipe it clean with a 
damp (not wet) soft cloth and a mild detergent solution.  
 

Servicing 
the Autosampler RS 

Only service engineers certified by Thermo Nicolet are authorized to 
service the Autosampler RS. If your autosampler malfunctions, contact 
Thermo Nicolet. 
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